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Item No.： KW30022

Description Quotation Information

Product Description

Fruit Slicer

Kitchen Tools:
We can quickly cut the fruits and vegetables evenly into eight pieces, 
which is easy to operate. Two kinds of fruit cutter are suitable for more fruits and vegetables. 
Refined and elegant, it is the first choice for fashion and gift.
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Item
Number

Item Material Specification N.W(gram) Packing 

KW30022 Fruit Slicer PP+#201 Dia:15.3cm, Height:18cm 327g Color Box

Product Size

Detailed Images

Perfect combination of high quality special stainless steel blade 
and green material ABS, not easy to disassemble 

and extend service life.



The base has grooves to prevent the juice from flowing out, 
so it avoids the hassle of cleaning up your desktop.

Suitable for pear, orange, guava, onion, tomato, bell pepper 
and other fruits and vegetables.

With a fixed fruit and vegetable base and a rail cutter, 
prevent the fruits and vegetables 
from misplacing and save energy.



from misplacing and save energy.

The base is equipped with anti-skid grain 
to prevent sliding when cutting.

Packing

Precautions:
Do not put in the high temperature environment, so as to avoid thermal deformation of plastic parts.
Clean before use, pay attention to safety when cleaning, and carefully cut.
When using, hold both sides of the handle with both hands. Do not place your fingers under the edge of the knife.
Wash with clean water after use and place the fruit cutter on the base.
Children need to be supervised by adults and placed outside the reach of children.
Do not cut too hard or core fruit (such as peaches, mangoes, etc.) to avoid damage the blade.
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